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Abstract 
 
A problem with non-classical conditions on all the boundary not requiring 
agreement conditions is considered for a sixth order pseudoparapolic equation. The 
equivalence of these conditions with the classic boundary condition is substantiated in 
the case if the solution of the stated problem is sought in S.L.Sobolev isotropic space 
( )( )GWp 3,3 . 
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Problem statement 
 
Consider the equation 
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where ( ) 1,3,3 ≡yxa . 
Here ( )yxu ,  is a desired function defined on G ; ( )yxa ji ,,  are the given 
measurable function on 21 GGG ×= , where ( ) ( )yxZkhG kk ,;2,1,,0 3,3==  is a 
given measurable function on G ; kkkt tD ∂∂= /  is a generalized differentiation 
operator in S.L.Sobolev sense 0tD  is an identity transformation operator. 
Equation (1) is a hyperbolic equation possessing two real characteristics 
constyconstx == , , the first and second of which is three-fold. Therefore, in some 
sense we can consider equation (1) as a pseudoparabolic equation [1]. This equation 
is a generalization of the equation of thin spherical shell bending [2. p. 258]. 
In this paper we consider equation (1) in the general case when the 
coefficients ( )yxa ji ,,  are non-smooth functions satisfying only the conditions: 
( ) ( ) ;2,0,2,0,,, ==∈ jiGLyxa pji  
( ) ( ) .2,0,, ,,,3 =∈ ∞ jGLyxa yx pj  
( ) ( ) .2,0,, ,,3, =∈ ∞ iGLyxa yxpi  
Therewith the important principal moment is that the equation under 
consideretion possesses discontinuous coefficients that satisfy only some p -
integrability and boundedness conditions, i.e. the considered differentional operator 
3,3V  has no traditional conjugated operator. 
Under this conditions, the solution ( )yxu ,  of equation  (1) will be sought in 
S.L.Sobolev space 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }3,0,3,0,,:,3,3 ==∈= jiGLyxuDDyxuGW pjyixp , 
where ∞≤≤ p1 . We'll define the norm in the isotropic space  ( ) ( )GW p 3,3  by the 
equality 
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We can give the classic form conditions on all the boundary for equation (1) as 
follows [3]: 
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where ( ) ( ) 3,1,, =kxy kk ϕϕ  are the given measurable functions on G . Obviously, in 
the case of conditions (2) in addition to conditions 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }3,0,~:~ 223 =∈≡∈ jGLyDyGWy pjypk ϕϕϕ ,    ∞≤≤ p1 ; 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }3,0,~:~ 113 =∈≡∈ jGLxDxGWx pjxpk ψψψ ,    ∞≤≤ p1 , 
the given functions satisfy also the following agreement conditions  (see. Fig. 1): 
 Fig.1. Geometric interpretation of classical conditions on all the boundary. 
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Obviously, conditions (2) are close to boundary conditions of the Dirichlet 
problem from [4-7]. 
Consider the following non-classical boundary conditions: 
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If the function ( ) ( ) ( )GWyxu p 3,3, ∈  is a solution of the classical form problem (1), 
(2), with conditions on all the boundary then it is also a solution of problem (1),(4) 
for ( ) ( )21 ,,, ,, hjihjiji ZZZ , determined by the following equalities: 
( ) ( );00 110,0 ψϕ ==Z  ( ) ( );00 311,0 ψϕ =′=Z  ( );012,0 ϕ ′′=Z  
)()( 13,0 yyZ ϕ ′′′= ; ( ) ( );00 130,1 ψϕ ′==Z  ( ) ( );00 331,1 ψϕ ′=′=Z  ( );032,1 ϕ ′′=Z  
( ) ( );33,1 yyZ ϕ ′′′=  ( );010,2 ψ ′′=Z  ( ) ( );10,3 xxZ ψ ′′′=  ( );031,2 ψ ′′=Z  ( ) ( );31,3 xxZ ψ ′′′=  
( ) ( ) ( );0 1120,0 1 hZ h ψϕ ==  ( ) ( ) ( );0 1321,0 1 hZ h ψϕ =′=  ( ) ( );022,0 1 ϕ ′′=hZ  ( ) ( ) ( );23,0 1 yyZ h ϕ ′′′=  
( ) ( ) ( );0 2120,0 2 hZ h ϕψ ==  ( ) ( ) ( );0 2320,1 2 hZ h ϕψ =′=  ( ) ( );020,2 2 ψ ′′=hZ ( ) ( ) ( ).20,3 2 xxZ h ψ ′′′=  
It is easy to prove that the inverse one is also true. In other words, if the function 
( ) ( )GWu p 3,3∈  is a solution of problem (1), (4) (see. Fig. 2), then it is also a solution 
of problem (1), (2) for the following functions: 
 
Fig.2. Geometrical interpretation of conditions on all  
the boundary in non classic treatment. 
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Note that the functions (5)-(10) possess one important property, more 
exactly, agreement condition (3) for all jiZ , , 
( ) ( )21
,, ,
h
ji
h
ji ZZ  having the above-stated 
properties are fulfilled for them automatically. Therefore equalities (5)-(10) may be 
considered as a general form of all the functions ( ) ( ) 3,1,, =kxy kk ψϕ , satisfying 
agreement conditions (3). 
So, classic type problems (1), (2) and of the form (1), (4)with conditions on 
all the boundary are equivalent in general case. However, the non - classic problem 
(1), (4) with conditions on the boundary is more natural by statement than problem 
(1), (2). 
  This is connected with the fact that in the statement of problem (1), (4) with 
conditions on all the boundary, the right parts of boundary conditions don't require 
additional conditions of agreement type. Note that various boundary value problems 
with non classic conditions not requiring agreement conditions were substantiated 
in the author's papers [8-9]. 
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